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DAVID VICENTE DORCA
USER SUPPORT MANAGER
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JAVIER BARTOLOME RODRIGUEZ
SYSTEMS GROUP MANAGER

Operations - System Administration
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- EUDAT
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- PRACE
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PABLO RODENAS BARQUERO
HPC SUPPORT AND APPLICATION CONSULTANT

Operations - User Support

View Research Lines
- EUDAT
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JORGE RODRIGUEZ
SENIOR HPC SUPPORT

Operations - User Support
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- EUDAT
- MareNostrum
- PRACE
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ALBERT BENET VILA
NETWORK ADMINISTRATOR

Operations - System Administration
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- MareNostrum
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OSCAR HERNANDEZ SABORIT
JUNIOR HPC USER SUPPORT

Operations - User Support

View Research Lines
- MareNostrum
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SERGI MORE CODINA
HPC SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION

Operations - System Administration

View Research Lines
CARLOS TRIPIANA
VISUALIZATION TECHNICIAN
Operations - User Support
View Research Lines
- MareNostrum
- RES

CRISTIAN MORALES
PRACE HPC SUPPORT AND APPLICATION CONSULTANT
Operations - User Support
View Research Lines
MARTIN MENES
WEB APPLICATIONS AND SOFTWARE ENGINEER

MIGUEL ARMENTA
MAINTENACE TECHNICIAN